Although conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) constitute the majority of sequences under purifying selection in the human genome, they remain poorly understood. CNEs seem to be largely unique, with no large families of similar elements reported to date. Here, we search for CNEs among the ancestral repeat classes in the human genome and report the discovery of a large CNE family containing >900 members. This family belongs to the MER121 class of repeats. Although the MER121 family members show considerable sequence variation among one another, the individual copies show striking conservation in orthologous locations across the human, dog, mouse, and rat genomes. The element is also present and conserved in orthologous locations in the marsupial, but its genome-wide dispersal postdates the divergence from birds. The comparative genomic data indicate that MER121 does not encode a family of either protein-coding or RNA genes. Although the precise function of these elements remains unknown, the evidence suggests that this unusual family may play a cis-regulatory or structural role in mammalian genomes.
O
ne of most striking discoveries to arise from comparative genomic studies of the human genome is that the majority of functional sequences that have been under purifying selection during mammalian evolution do not encode proteins (1) . Specifically, comparative genomics of the human, dog, mouse, and rat (HDMR) has revealed that Ϸ5-6% of the human genome is under purifying selection, but only 1-2% of this sequence is attributable to protein-coding sequences. The remainder consists of conserved noncoding elements (CNEs). Intense interest has focused on trying to decipher the function of these CNEs, which are likely to control gene regulation, chromosome structure, and other key functions.
Deciphering the function of the CNEs is particularly challenging because the vast majority seem to be unique in the genome; so far, no large families of similar CNEs have been discovered. For example, a study of the mammalian CNEs within a 1.8 Mb region containing the cystic fibrosis gene (CFTR) found the vast majority to be unique in the human genome (2) . Similarly, a genome-wide comparison of human and pufferfish found that only 43 of the 1,373 identified CNEs showed any similarity to another CNE, with all of these cases being linked to paralogy of nearby genes (3) . A recent attempt to cluster all of the CNEs identified from genome-wide alignments of human, mouse, and rat found that Ϸ96% of the elements were unique in the human genome (4) . In this analysis, CNEs with similar human sequences were initially grouped together, and smaller clusters were then extracted by identifying highly connected subgraphs within each group. Only Ϸ250 of the initial groups had Ͼ10 CNEs, and these groups tended to be loosely connected. The largest group contained Ϸ800 CNEs, but each was similar, on average, to only two other elements within the group.
Here, we report an entire family of nearly 1,000 closely related CNEs in the human genome. This large family was previously missed because the study of CNEs has concentrated on unique sequences in the genome. Instead, the highly conserved CNE family reported here lies within the ancestral repeat (AR) sequences in the human genome.
ARs consist primarily of transposon fossils that predate the mammalian radiation (5) . They cover Ϸ25% of the human genome and include Ϸ780 currently recognized classes (5) . Because ARs are largely nonfunctional sequences, they have been used as a control to measure the background rate of neutral evolution against which to recognize the greater conservation of CNEs (1, (6) (7) (8) . However, sporadic cases are known in which an AR element has acquired a new, useful function after insertion and has come under purifying selection. Two recent papers noted a total of three dozen clear instances (9, 10) , and other papers have proposed other cases in which ARs may have been coopted (11, 12) .
Against this background, we were surprised to find widespread conservation across an entire family of repetitive elements, the MER121 family of ancestral repeats. In this article, we characterize the conservation properties of this unusual family and speculate about its possible function.
MER121 Is Highly Conserved Among Mammals
Search for Perfectly Conserved Sequence Within ARs. We sought to identify CNEs in the ARs in the human genome, by analyzing multiple sequence alignments (generated at University of California, Santa Cruz) among the HDMR genomes (6, 1, 7, 8) . As an initial screen, we searched for long stretches of orthologous sequence showing perfect conservation, defined as 50 identical bases in all four species, without gaps. This is a stringent test. AR sequence is often partially or completely deleted in one or more species, and, even when an AR base has been retained in all four species, the frequency of perfect conservation across all four species is only Ϸ50%. Assuming uniform mutation rates at each base, the probability that a 50-mer would be retained across all four species and show perfect conservation would be Ͻ(1͞2) 50 Ϸ 1͞10 15 . The chance of seeing even a single such occurrence is remote.
In fact, we found 115 instances of perfect four-way conservation of at least 50 bp in the human genome. Strikingly, the majority fall into only a handful of repeat classes: MER121, L3b, L3, L2, and MIR-related (Table 1) . Within these overrepresented classes, MER121 clearly stands out as the most enriched: although the MER121 class contains only 1͞4,000th of AR sequence, nearly one-quarter of the 115 cases lie within this class. The MER121 class also shows similar enrichment when we repeat the analysis for perfectly conserved 30-mers (Table 1) .
The MER121 class of medium-frequency repeats contains 919 copies in human. The overall consensus sequence for the family has length 412 bp, but the individual instances in the human genome have a median size of 180 bp ( Table 2 ). The human copies display substantial sequence variation, typically containing different por-tions of the consensus and showing Ϸ26% sequence divergence from the consensus. Little has been said about these elements. The Repbase database (13) of repeat sequences characterizes MER121 as a ''possible nonautonomous DNA transposon.'' In contrast to most other repeat classes, the REPEATMASKER library (5) does not identify MER121 as a member of any larger repeat family.
MER121 Shows Significant Conservation by Several Measures.
Having established that MER121 has by far the highest incidence of large conserved words (that is, n-mers), we proceeded to better characterize its conservation properties. As controls, we used two other repeat classes: MER119, a known nonautonomous DNA transposon, and L2, a LINE element (Table 2 ). Both classes are ancient and show divergence levels from their consensus that is comparable with MER121, but they serve as complementary controls in other ways. MER119 has a similar number of copies (1,168) and consensus size (586 bp) as MER121, and it contains no instances of perfectly conserved 30-or 50-mers. In contrast, L2 has many more copies (Ϸ400,000) and a much larger consensus sequence (2,977 bp), and the family has a number of instances of large conserved words. In our analysis, we used all copies of MER119 and randomly selected 1,000 copies of L2.
We first determined the fraction of human copies that are present in all four species (Table 3) . We required that at least 50 bp be present in each species, thereby allowing partial deletion. The proportion of MER121 retained across all four species (82%) is far higher than for the two controls (28% and 37%). (The difference between the controls likely reflects the larger size of L2, making it less likely to be completely deleted.)
We next characterized the variation in the length of retained repeats at orthologous sites. Because rodents are especially prone to delete neutral sequences (1), we measured size variation as the ratio of the mouse and human size for each repeat instance. For both control classes, the retained copies are typically 10% smaller in mouse, but also show wide variability in the size ratio within the class. In sharp contrast, deletion and insertions (indels) are much rarer within the MER121 copies: the orthologous copies typically have nearly identical sizes.
Another test also confirms the relative lack of indels in MER121. For all retained repeats, we calculated the fraction of human bases that are aligned to bases in all other species (that is, ungapped columns in the multiple alignment, regardless of whether the sequence is conserved). As expected based on the conservation of overall length, nearly all MER121 bases lie within such four-way alignments (96%), whereas the proportion for the controls is only Ϸ70%.
Finally, we determined how often a four-way aligned base is identical in all four species. The rate of perfect conservation for MER121 is extremely high (72%), far above the controls (Ϸ50%) and only slightly lower than is seen for coding exons (78%).
By all of these measures, the individual copies of MER121 show remarkable cross-species conservation. This conservation contrasts with the LINE L2 class, which contains a few examples of extreme conservation of large words, but does not show significant conservation across the class. The cross-species conservation of the individual MER121 copies is all the more remarkable given the great variability among the various human copies. The contrast between intraspecies variation and interspecies conservation can be appreciated in Fig. 1 .
Conservation Profile from HDMR Alignments. We next examined variations in the cross-species conservation rate within all MER121 instances with the goal of identifying the best conserved portions shared between copies. To do this, we mapped the four-way alignments for each orthologous copy to the MER121 consensus sequence (thereby providing a common coordinate system) Most copies have retained a central region of Ϸ150 bp. Fig. 2A shows the probability that each position in the consensus is covered by a four-way aligned column. Interestingly, although the flanking regions are less frequently retained than the central region, they show approximately the same conservation rate when they are present (Fig. 2B ). The entire element is thus likely to be functional, although only portions are present in any given instance. Not surprisingly, we also observed that the rate of perfect four-way conservation is higher at the subset of aligned bases that can be *There are 909 MER121 copies on the autosomes and chromosome X. There are an additional seven copies on chromosome Y and three on unplaced contigs. † Length of consensus sequence for repeat as given in REPEATMASKER repeat library. ‡ REPEATMASKER reports the divergence of each copy from the element consensus. § Size as reported by REPEATMASKER. mapped to the consensus sequence (88%) than for all aligned bases (72%) ( Table 3 ).
MER121 Dispersal Preceded Divergence from Marsupials.
We searched for instances of MER121 in the high-quality draft genome sequence of the opossum, Monodelphis domestica (Ϸ7.2-fold redundancy, N50 supercontig size of 4.0 Mb). Using the REPEATMAS-KER program and the human MER121 consensus, we identified 1,064 copies. At least 620 can be reliably aligned to an orthologous copy in the human genome. This is likely an underestimate, due to the difficulties in establishing clear orthology when working with a draft assembly of an evolutionarily distant genome.
The pairwise human-marsupial alignments were also mapped to positions along the consensus (see Methods). The humanmarsupial conservation landscape shows striking similarity to that seen for the HDMR comparison ( Fig. 2 A and B) . Although the absolute levels of sequence identity cannot be directly compared (one is a four-way analysis, the other a pairwise analysis), the overall shapes are strongly preserved.
MER121 Dispersal Postdated Divergence from Birds. We followed the same procedure to search for instances of MER121 in the chicken genome (14) . The REPEATMASKER program identified only three short instances of sequence similar to MER121 (lengths 69, 70, and 96 bases). The largest instance (96 bases) was highly diverged from consensus and did not align as credibly to the consensus as the other two instances. More sensitive analysis using Smith-Waterman alignments of both the MER121 consensus and a randomized control to the entire chicken genome confirmed that the two smaller instances are statistically significant, whereas the larger instance is not. To address the possibility that the chicken genome might contain additional MER121 elements that are too diverged to be detected with the mammalian consensus, we also searched the chicken genome using the 69-and 70-bp sequences identified as similar to MER121 (which we reasoned might be closer to additional elements in chicken). However, this strategy uncovered no additional copies in chicken.
We conclude that only two short sequences with similarity to the mammalian consensus for MER121 can be reliably identified in the current chicken genome sequence (chr1:91985730-91985798 and chr13:6024059-6024122 in the galGal2 assembly). Both share similarity with the same central portion of the repeat consensus (positions 176-239). Interestingly, one of the chicken sequences is orthologous to a short (72 bp) human MER121 element (downstream of the gene SAMSN1) and is surrounded by an orthologous sequence, some of which shows significant conservation across all four mammals. It is conceivable that this sequence could represent an ancestral source for the central region of the MER 121 element.
MER121 Encodes Noncoding Elements
Given the exceptional conservation properties of MER121, it is clear that it must have an important function that has been under purifying selection for 200 million years. We sought to show that MER121 encodes a noncoding element, by demonstrating that it does not have the properties expected of a family of protein-coding or RNA genes.
Conservation Pattern of MER121 Differs from Protein-Coding Genes.
The high intraspecies variability of MER121 strongly suggests that MER121 does not encode a family of protein-coding genes. As *Significance levels based on binomial test for proportions; Wilcoxon test for the length ratio. Significance levels below 10 Ϫ100 are capped at this value. † Proportion of human copies with orthologous copies in each of dog, mouse, and rat. ‡ Median length ratio for mouse repeat relative to human repeat, for orthologous copies. Interquartile range is shown in parentheses. § Proportion of human bases aligning to (ungapped) bases in each of dog, mouse, and rat. The values for MER119 and L2 are similar to the average across all ARs. ¶ Proportion of four-way aligned bases that are identical across all four species. The values for MER119 and L2 are similar to the average across all ARs. more direct evidence, we examined the size distribution of indels in the four-way alignments. We saw no enrichment for indel sizes that are multiples of three, as typically observed in coding regions. Fig.  3 shows the distribution of gap sizes in four-way alignments of MER121 and MER119 and for a set of well-studied coding exons. Within the coding regions of a set of 5,430 well studied genes, 73% of the indels have sizes that are multiples of 3. For MER121 and MER119, the proportions are 14% and 19%.
No Significant Evidence of Transcription of MER121 in Public
Databases. We next searched for evidence that MER121 is expressed at the level of RNA. We searched for matches between the MER121 consensus sequence (412 bp) and cDNAs deposited in available mammalian cDNA databases, including the Mammalian Gene Collection (15) and the Fantom3 database (16) . These databases together contain 149,645 sequences totaling 276 Mb. We considered only alignments with significance scores of E Յ 10
Ϫ3
with the BLASTN program (17) . We found only a single transcript (AK051942) containing a significant alignment (E ϭ 10 Ϫ9 , identity 60͞69). The transcript has length 2,718 bp but contains only 69 bases that align to MER121. We also examined the entire collection of human and mouse ESTs deposited in GenBank (Ϸ11 million sequences, totaling 5.53 Gb). Only 19 ESTs were found that contain Ͼ50 bp with similarity (E Յ 10 Ϫ3 ) to the MER121 consensus. In all cases, the region of shared similarity accounts for less than half of the total EST length.
These few cases of larger transcripts containing small segments of MER121-related sequence do not constitute biologically significant evidence of expression. The lack of MER121 transcripts in available databases does not formally rule out that the element encodes an RNA transcript [inasmuch as the available databases are enriched for transcripts with poly(A) tails]. However, we note that many known RNA genes do show significant evidence of expression in the same databases (Table 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The evidence thus argues against MER121 encoding a family of RNA genes.
No Significant Evidence of Conserved RNA Secondary Structure. As further evidence, we considered whether the conservation pattern of MER121 elements is indicative of conserved RNA secondary structure, as seen in most gene families that encode structural RNAs. Toward this end, we compared all human instances of MER121 with recent genome-wide computational predictions of conserved folding structure from two different sources (18, 19) . The tiny overlap between the MER121 elements and these computationally derived sets argues against conserved folding structure across the family of MER121 elements.
Further Characterization of MER121
Because the evidence indicates that MER121 does not encode a family of protein-coding or RNA genes, it seems likely that it encodes a cis-acting regulatory or structural element. Formal proof will require demonstrating a specific function, which we cannot yet do. However, we sought to characterize properties relevant to such DNA elements, such as highly conserved motifs and local clustering.
Conservation Profile of 6-Mer Motifs in MER121.
We searched for short, well conserved words within MER121 copies that might represent protein-binding sites. Although the conservation rate for individual nucleotides is relatively constant across the consensus sequence (Fig. 2B) , the conservation rate for 6-mers shows a much more uneven distribution with multiple distinct peaks (Fig. 4) . These peaks are suggestive of potential binding sites. It is difficult to draw strong inferences from the 6-mer motifs, but some are associated with known transcription factor-binding sites. For example, the most highly conserved 6-mer, CATATG, is a palindromic consensus for E-box motif bound by transcription factor USF. Another highly conserved 6-mer, AGGAAG, is a common motif recognized by many ETS-family transcription factors. Clearly, direct experimental evidence will be required to draw conclusions concerning a possible function for MER121 as a DNA element.
Genome-Wide Distribution of MER121 Elements. Having characterized the conservation properties of MER121 elements, we also studied their distribution across the genome, in the hope of finding clues to function based on genomic context. Specifically, we asked whether these elements were typically found in nearby genes and whether they tended to cluster in the genome.
MER121 copies tend to occur in gene-poor regions, based on two different measures. For each AR class containing between 500 and 4,000 copies in the human genome, we determined the median distance between occurrences of the repeat and the nearby gene starts indicated in the Ensembl database. Of the 241 such AR classes, MER121 ranks 8th highest, with a median distance of 138 kb to the nearest gene start. By contrast, MER119 ranks 130th, with a median distance of 59 kb.
Copies of MER121 are also found preferentially in regions of low exon density. We covered the human genome with 500-kb sliding windows (offset by 50 kb) and determined the density of exonic bases. For a given repeat class, we recorded the density in the closest window surrounding each copy and calculated the median across all copies. When the 241 AR classes are ranked from lowest to highest exonic density, MER121 ranks 20th (0.4%). By contrast, MER119 ranks 175th with a density that is close to the genome-wide median (0.8%).
We next looked for clusters of nearby MER121 elements. The average distance D between MER121 in the human genome is Ϸ3.3 Mb. We defined clusters as collections of elements lying within a region of length D͞2. In this process, we ignored copies that lie within 1 kb, because these are likely to represent single copies that have been disrupted in some manner, for example, by an insertion (there are 18 such cases). The distribution of cluster sizes for MER121 copies is shown in Fig. 5 . Although the clusters may simply reflect the mechanism of MER121 insertion, it is possible that they may be related to the biological function of these elements. The largest cluster, with 12 copies of MER121, surrounds the inhibin beta A gene and spans Ϸ1.25 Mb. There are four additional clusters with 8 or more elements: they are associated with the LYPAL1 gene, the TBX3͞TBX5 T-box transcription factors, and regions on chromosome 11 and 17, respectively, that contain several genes. Visual representation of the top 5 largest clusters and their genomic neighborhoods are shown in Figs. 6-10, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.
Discussion
To search for large CNE families, we systematically explored the conservation properties of orthologous Ancestral Repeats aligned across the HDMR genomes. We discovered that MER121, with Ͼ900 copies in the human genome, is not only the best conserved family of mammalian-wide repetitive elements but is also the largest CNE family reported to date. Intriguingly, the family members vary substantially from one another, but the individual copies typically show strong cross-species similarity across HDMR. The MER121 family is also present and conserved in marsupials, with approximately the same number of copies found in human. However, it is barely detectable in the chicken genome, with only two short sequences detectable having similarity to the mammalian consensus. The function of MER121 remains a mystery. MER121 is clearly not a protein-coding gene family. The evidence also indicates that it does not encode a family of RNA genes, based on the lack transcripts in RNA databases and the absence of compensating mutations indicative of conserved folding structures. Rather, MER121 seems likely to encode cis-acting regulatory or structural elements. Its genomic distribution may provide some clues to its function: the elements are preferentially found away from gene starts and in gene poor regions, and they occasionally cooccur in large clusters.
These observations led us to speculate that MER121 may have originated as a unique sequence with a structural or regulatory role that was picked up by a transposable element perhaps 200 million years ago, disseminated throughout the genome, retained in places where it was advantageous, and fine-tuned locally to produce copies Fig. 4 . Conservation rate of 6-mers along the MER121 consensus. Histogram shows the probability that the 6-mer at the indicated position along the consensus shows perfect four-way conservation across HDMR. The 6-mer profile is notably more peaked than the single base conservation rate shown in Fig. 2B . that have been subsequently preserved in a faithful manner. There is a precedent for an active transposon harboring and mobilizing a regulatory element: the gypsy LTR retrovirus in Drosophila carries an insulator within its 5Ј untranslated region (19) .
Whatever the function of MER121, the results make clear that ARs may play important functional roles. Although the Ϸ900 copies of MER121 (171 kb in all) together constitute only a tiny fraction of the human CNE sequence (0.2%), they suggest that other AR families may harbor large families of functional elements. Indeed, we found evidence that other AR families (L3b, L3, L2) show conservation that is far above background, although no other repeat family shows such striking conservation as seen for MER121. Clearly, there exist some treasures hidden among the supposed junk in the human genome.
Methods
Multiple Alignments and Conservation of Ancient Repeats. We identified instances of repetitive elements in the human genome (build 35, hg17) using the REPEATMASKER computer program (5). The Ancient Repeat classes were the same as studied in the initial analysis of the mouse genome (1). We analyzed four-way alignment of genome sequence from human (hg17), mouse (mm5), dog (dog1), and rat (rn3), as provided by the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) (http:͞͞genome.ucsc.edu) and based on BLASTZ͞MULTIZ alignments (20, 21) . Alignments between human (hg17) and Monodelphis (monDom1) were also downloaded from UCSC. In the rare cases when more than one multiple alignment overlapped a human repeat annotation, we used the longest alignment based on extent in human. We identified repeats retained across HDMR by requiring that at least 50 bp be present in each of the four species, to allow for partial deletion. For retained repeats, we determined the number of bases that align within each of the three other species. We report the length ratio as the ratio of the number of aligned bases in mouse divided by the number of bases in the human copy.
We defined the four-way alignment rate as the proportion of these human bases that align to bases in all four species (a human base that aligns to a gap character in any species does not count as a four-way aligned base). The rate of perfect four-way conservation is defined as the proportion of four-way aligned bases that is identical across all four species.
Projection of Cross-Species Alignments onto the Repeat Consensus.
Each human MER121 instance aligned four-way (HDMR) or pairwise (human-opossum) was projected on the MER121 consensus by realigning the orthologous sequences and the consensus by using CLUSTALW 1.83 (22) (default settings), resulting in either five-way or three-way multiple alignments.
